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UNIFTCATION OF SOMT ADAPTIVE CONTROL SCHEMTS - PART I, CONTINUOUS TIME

Bo Egardt

Department of Automatic Control
Lund Institute of Technology
Box 725

5-220 07 LUND Z, Sweden

Abstract

-
Model refenence adaptive regurators based on input-output descrip_tions are examined. By reinterpreting the concept of ,,augmented
error"' it is shown that there are no essential differences between
the model reference adaptíve aìgorithms and the self-tuning regu.lators.
Both types of schemes can be thought of as composed of a parameter
estimator and a control law, based on the parameter estimates. It is
shown that many schemes proposed are speciar cases or u n.n.ruralgorithm. The posítive rear condition for modeì reference adaptive
systems is aìso examined. It is shown that this condition is a con-
sequence of the choice of estimator and that it is not crucial for
stabi I i ty.

This work has partialìy been supported l,.u the Srvedish Boar^d foi. Techrrricaì
Development under contract No. 76_3804.
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I. INTRODUCTION

considerable theoreticar work has been devoted to adaptive contror
systems in the recent years. In particular, the problem of contro.lling
a plant with unknown but constant parameters has been widely discussed.
Two approaches seem to attract the most interest, nameìy the model
reference adaptive systems (MRAS) and the self-tuning regulators
(STURE).

The two approaches are based on compretely different ideas. The MRAS
are motívated by stabílity considerations, whereas the STURE are
based on a separation of identification and control. The connections
between the two schemes were not recognized in the beginning. However,
recently it has been shown in tll that a posítive real condition pìays
a crucial role for the convergence of a self-tuning reguìator. such a
condition is also essential in the analysis of MRAs. The question
naturally arises, whether the two schemes are more close'ly related thanearlier thought. Results indicating this were given in t2l and t3l. The
purpose of the present paper is to provide a unified treatment of someearlier proposed MRAs and to clarify the nelationshíps w.ith the sruRE
approach. In the problem to be considered there is no noïse and only
the output of the plant is avaitabre for measurement. The MRAs by
Monopoìi t4l, v,,hich is perhaps the most well-known ín this area, belongsto the algorithms covered by the analysis. The concept of ,,augmented
error", introduced by Monopoli, is gÌven a new interpretation. This inter-pretation leads to the possibirity of regardÍng the MRAS as being sTURtof a special type. As an intenesting sÍde result, it is shown that thepositive real conditÍon for MRAS can be dispensed with. A preriminary
vercinn nf *hic ^. ^ ri.--rLrr¡J pc¡pcr wd> r rrsE puDf lsned 1n t5J.

The paper is organized as foilows. First, in section II, the MRAS by
Monopoli is shortly described and the augmented error is given an inter-pretation' A design method for known plants is described in section III.In section IV a class of adaptíve algoríthms, based on the design methodin section III, is defíned. several MRAS ane treated as special cases ofthe general algorithm in section v. The positíve real condition is examined
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in section vI. FinarJy, a summary of the resurts and some concruding
remarks are given in section VII.
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II. MONOPOLI'S SCHEME AND THI AUGMTNTED ERROR

One reason why Monopori's scheme has been so frequenily discussed is
that it provides a technique to solve the adaptive control problem
when the "pole excess" of the prant (i.e. the difference between the
number of poles and the number of zeros) is greater than two. The
situation where the pole excess is less than or equal to two is much simpler.
The solutíon was given in I6J and reformulated in L7l, To treat the
general case, I'lonopoli intnoduced the concept of "augmented error,,,
motivated by the results on adaptive observers.

Monopol i 's Scheme

To be consistent with the rest of this paper, the notation ìs different
from Monopoli's t4l. A cross reference between the notations is given
in table 1.

TABLE 1

Present Notation Compared to Monopolí's

This Paper Monopol i rs

y(r)
ym(r)

ur(t)

st(p)ur(r)
e(r)
e.,(t)

n(t)
A(p)

boB ( P)

nt(p)
et(p )

-D(p)

G( p)

boB(p)F(p)

x(r)
xr(t)

rt (t)

r(r)
-e(r)
y(r)
-n(t)
Dp(p)

n, (R)

nr(n)
Dr(p)

A(p)

B(p)

c(p)
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The plant is described by the differentfal equation

(t )

where p denotes the differentiar operator. The foilowing assumptions
are made:-

A l) The degrees n and m are known and m: n-r. Notice that it is
sufficient to know the po're excess and an upper bound on the
number of poles to write the dÍfferentia] equation in the fonn
of (l ) with known n and m.

A 2) The parameter bo is nonzero and its sign is known. without ross
of generality bo is assumed to be positive.

A 3) The plant is minimum phase.

The reference modet is given by

vm(r) =mu'(r) =ffiu,(r)
Thus, it is assumed that the pore excess of the reference model is
greater than or equal to the pole excess of the plant. This assumptionis natural to avoid differenttators in the controJ raw.

The objective of the arJaptive controlìen is to force the error
e(t) = y(t) - ym(t) to zero. This is possible to achieve in a simple way
with a bounded contror signar if condition A 3) above is furfiiled. In
summary, Monopol i's algorithm is as fo]lows. polynomïals

Dv,/(p) = pn-l * ofnn-z + ... * dl_l

or(n) = pn-m-l * afon-t-2 * ... * dÍ-r_l

are chosen. Furthermorê, the poìynomials

(2)

(3)

(4)
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D(p) = dopn-2 * d.¡pn-3 * ... * dn-z

r(p) = fopn-t t * rlon-nr-3 * ... + fn_m-2

G(p) = 9oÞn-l * glpn-Z + ... + 9n_2

(5)

(6)

(7)

are solved from the identities

or(n) = B(p)Df(p) + D(p)/bo

(n(p) - n*(p))Dr(p) = A(p)F(p) + c(p).

Also, define the augmented error ¡(t) as

n(t) = e(r) - e, (r)

where

(B)

e1(r) =ffir,r,

(t0)

(e)

(ll)

(12)

and w(t) is an auxil iary signal to be specif ied later. l^lith these
definitions and the polynomials above, .lt is possible to write the
augmented error as

n(t) =

D!l|(p)

F(Ð- I#rt.l - 
D(P) +boB(P)F(P) 

u,r,LDr(p) Df(p)D"(n)

- 
"rTÊft*ïÐ 

v(t) - B#Ëi u,(r) - 
"rr)]

collect the unknoÌvn parameters of the numerators (divided by bo) into
the vector 0 and define the vector o(t) as
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TI (r)
n-2

u(t),"., qfÐhm u(t),

rrÐwÐ" BJËi u*(t)]

pf p

n-l
I

f p p v(t),. . . ,

This gives the alternative form(t2)

or(n )

rfu u(t) Tq(t) - 
"(t)]

v(t), (13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

n(t) + boo
nt( p)

Now, let bo(t) and 0(t) denote estimates of b
signal w(t) be chosen as

o and 0. Let the extra

w(r) =þo(t)w1(t)

and determine u/l (t) and u(t) so that

4tÈ'
âtt,l to(t¡ = w.' (r)+

Equation (14) then transforms into

nt(p)n(t) Dw(p) 
[,oo-ûo 

(r) )wt (r)+bo to-ôttt lTç(t) ].

If the parameter up-dating

]=-[;j,'],
(t), R positive definite

bo(r)

(lB)
0(r)

is used and the transfer operator
reaì, it is possÍble to apply the
that ¡(t) tends to zero, see [4].

o"(p)/Am(p) is stricuy
Kalr¡tan-Yakubovi ch I emma

positive
to assure
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However' even if n(t) tends to zero, it does not fotìow that e(t)
tends to zero, whích is the primary goar. This fact, as weil as
the exact choices of u and w.¡ in (16), wirì be commented upon in
section IV. This concludes the descríption of Monopoli,s scheme.

The Auqmented Error

It ís easy to give an interpretation of the augmented error from
the equations given above. Thus, if equations (r5) and (r6) are
inserted into equation (ll), the following is obtained:_

e,(t) =ffi [û,trt(#tS * âT(t).p(r,)]. (1 e)

Compare this with the identity

e(t) =ffi[t, (#t#* u',rr))], (20 )

which foltows from equation (r4). The concrusion is that

^e,(t) = e(r),

wrrere â1t¡ is an estimate of e(t) using the moder (20) wìth the ratest
available parameter estimates. From equation (.l0) it then follows that
the augmented error n is símply the estimation error, i.e. the difference
between e(t) and its estìmate âftl.

Ïhis interpretation of the augmented erron is useful to provide a brídge
to the self-tuning regulators. In the identification part of these aìgo-
rithms, it is precîsery such an estinration error (or in discrete t.ime
prediction error) that drives the adjustment of the parameter estimates.
Compare with equation (lB).

(21)
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III. DISTGN METHOD FOR KNOhlN PLANTS

Before a unified description of severar argorithms is given, the known
parameter case has to be consídered. A design scheme, which incrudes
interesting special cases, wilì be described in this section. The schemeis presented in tgr and speciar cases are treated in e.g. t9r and It0r.

The plant ís stiil assumed to satisfy (t) and to be minimum phase in
order to get a bounded contror sígnar. The probrem consists of design-
ing a controller, which makes the closed-loop transfer operator equal
to a given reference model transfer operator, given bv (z). The approach
taken here is to consider the controiler configuration shown in fig. r,
where R', s', and T'are polynomials in the differentÍal operator. It
should be noted that the realization of the controller does not look
exactly as in fíg. l, because thís would incorporate differentiators
in the control law. Instead, the transfer function IT'R,]/s' is implement-
ed, ônd this can of course be done with a degree (S')-dimensionar state
space

r Plo t

Contr oller

I
U

Figure ì . Control ler Configurat.ion

The desired closed-loop transfer function is obtained if the po'lynomials R,,S', and T' are chosen to satisfy the equation

boB(p)Tt (p)t*(g)
n*(p) A( p)s' (p) +b

0
(p)R'(p)
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or, equival enily,

boB(p)T'(p)Am(p) = sm(p) tnlp¡s'(p) + boB(p)R,(p)l

It is possib'le to simplify this polynomiaì equation by íntroducing
poìynomials R, S, and T, satisfying

R'(p) = R(p)

S'(p) = boB(p)s(p)

T'(p) = st(p)r(p)

The polynomials S'|and T'must in fact rook rike this if it is assumedthat A(p) is relativeìy prime to B(p) and gr(p) is rerativeìy prime ton*(p) and B(p). This foilows readiry from (zz). with the porynomiars in(23), the identity (ZZ) is reduced to

r(p)Am(p) = A(p)s(p) + R(p)

and the controiler structure is no,, as shown in figure 2.

r I Plont

troller J
Figure 2. controiler conf iguration with potynomiar s in (23)

The polynomials boB(p) and T(p) are cancelled in the closed-loop transferfunction' These polynomials represent unobservable or uncontrollable modes.
The polynomial T(p) thus can be chosen freely without changing the cîosed-
loop transfer function. l^lhen T(p) has been determined, the equation (24)

(22)

(23)

(24)

u
uilp)sm(d

A

B p

,_Rlp)
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has many sorutions s(p) and R(p). However, it wiil be assumed that the
degree of R(p) is ress than or equar to n-r, which assures that the
equation has a unique soìution, t8l. Since the polynomials A(p) andnt(p) both have degree n, T(p) and s(p) wit have the same degree nT.In order to assure that the control law does not contain any derivativesof the output, n, is chosen greater than or equar to n-m-r. Furthermore,
S and T are scaled so that they are monic.

In summary then, the design scheme consists of.the foltowing steps:_

I ) Choose the monic polynomial T(p)

n-m-l
nT n--l

T(p) = p ' + t.¡Þ | + ... * ,nr, n,

2) Solve the equation

T(p)Am(p) = A(p)S(p) + R(p)

for the unique solutions R(p) and S(p), defined by

R(p) =.opn-l + ... + rn_l

lìT n--ls(p)=p'*tlp' +...*rn,

The first step, the choice of T(p) (incruding its degree) does not affectthe closed-loop transfer function. However, it is,of importance for theiransient properties and the effect of disturbances. In fact, if n, in (25)and (28) is chosen to be equar t0 n, it can be shown, see [BJ, that thedescribed controller is nothing but a standard solutíon consisting of a
Kalman filter and state estimate feedback, augmented with a zero cancella-tion and adding of new zeros. It also follows that T(p) can be interpreted
as the characteristic polynomial of the Kalman filter and thus should be
chosen according to the noise corour. In the same way the choicê rì, = ¡-rmakes the controller an input-output counterpart to a state space solutionwith a Luenberger observen and state estimate feedback

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)
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The importance of the noise colour for the choice of observer wiîl not
influence the discussion in this paper, since only the nolseless case is
considered. However, this probrem is treated in detail in the companion
paper on discrete time systems, tt3l.
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IV. CLASS OF ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS

As described in section II, the augmented error used in the MRAs approach
has an important interpretation. It consists of the difference between onequantity, the error' and íts estimate. This difference is then used in theparameter estimation. The implication is that there is a strong reìation-ship between the MRAS and the serf-tuning regurator!.

In order to make this reìationship even more clear, the idea behind theself-tuning regulators will be used to define a general cìass of adaptiveregulators' These regulators will be adaptive versions of the controller
described in section III. The class of aìgorithms will later be shown toinclude several MRAS schemes as special cases.

The plant is stiil assumed to satisfy (ì) and assumptions A r) _ A 3) insection II. The desired crosed-roop transfer functíon is given bv (2). Thefírst step in the development is to use the results in sectíon II to obtain
expressions for the error oFr morê generally, the error fi'ltered by sometransfer function.

The polvnomiar identi tv (26) and the equations (r ) and (2) are used to getthe following expression for the er"ror e(t) = y(t) _ Jr(t):_

TAme(t) = TAmy(r) - TAmy,(r) =

= (AS + R)v(r) - TAmyr(t) = eg)

= b^BSu(r) + R-v(t) _ tBmur(t)

tet P¡(R)' Pz(p), and Q(p) be stable, monic porynomiars of degree n-m-r,
m*rì1r and n+nr-l respectively, and let p(p) be given by

P(p) = Pt(p)P2(p). 
(30)



Now define the filtered error

er(r) = $[Ë] e(r).

Using (29), er(t) can be written as

er(t) =#t+:u(r) +$v{t) -#u,(t)] =

_g_
TAM

l3

(3r )

(32 )
BS[0.

_q_
TAm

qs
'l Pz) *RrF) #ur(t)]s)+b (

o

Define

ur(r) = $P (33 )

and let 0 be a vector contalning the unknown parameters of the polynomials
(Bs-P2) (degree 

T*nï. 
t i i:o R/bo (degree n-t ) and ühe consranr r/bo as rhelast element' Note that the u..ior 0 essentially contains the parameters

of the controller, descr{bed in section III. Furthermore, define the vector

m+n_-l

rT(t) = [+- u(r), ..., + u(ü), #y(r), ..., +y(r),
- tfi: u,(t)J. 

(34)



It is then possible to rewrite the expression (32) for the filtered
error e¡(t) as

er(t) = # [uour(t) + uoeT.plt¡].

:n:.. uottl ana â1t) are estimates of bo and o. Define the difference
between the firtered error and its estimate (cf. the augmented error
¡(t) ) as

e(t) = e¡(t) - er(r).

e(t) = _g_
TAM

usíng this moder, the estimate of e¡(t), i.e. ârttl, is defined as

ârttl = # rûo{t)ur(t¡ * ûo{t)âT(t)r(t):

The following equation is then obtained for e(t):_

Ituo."ûott) )(ur(t¡ * ôT1t)e(r)) * bo(e-ô(tllTe(t)]

14

(35)

(36 )

(37 )

(38)

This equation is of the same form as equation ('l7). l^lhen using a parameter
up-dating simílar to (tB), it thus follows that e(t) tends to zero, provided
that the transfer function Q/TAm is strictty positive real. In this case itis seen that the polynomials Q and p serve two purposes, namely to define
the filtered error er(t) in (3]) and to make the transfer function Q/TAmsirictiy positive real (sPR). The transfer funbtion Q/TAm can always be made
sPR because all polynomials are known and the degree of Q is one less than
the degree of TAm.

Ïhe parameter estimation described above, which is used in the MRAS schemes,is by no means the only possible solution. In presence of noise it could e.g.
be suitable to have a gain of the parameter adjustment which decreases with
time' Furthermore, there is a lot of freedom in the choice of control law.
Taking these facts into consideration, the development done so far thus pro-
poses a class of adaptive algoríthms, consisting of two parts:-
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- parameter estimator using the model (3S);
- a control law based on the parameter estimates.

tle will return to the first part, the parameter estimator, in section Vï.Below the choice of control law wíll be examined.

Choice of Control Law

The choice of control law contains one difficutty. It ís natural to determinethe contror signar so that the estimate of the error, i.e,_ârr;j,-;r-;;;;; ;;zero' According to equation (36) this means that uf(t¡ * ôT1ll*r,l = 0 0r,using (33),

u(r) = -pt (p)tôT(t)to(t¡1.
(3e)

This control law is identical to the one described in section III if0(t) is equal to o in (35). This can be seen from (32)

The control law' however' uses derivatives of the parameter estimates,
except for the triviar case when m = n-ì, i.e. the poìe excess is equa.lto one' In this case p, Ís a constant. srnce ô(t) is in genera.r obtainedby íntegration of known signars as in (rg), it is in fact possibre to use(39) without differentiators arso in the case m = n-2.

However' in the general case the control law must be modified in order notto include differentíators. There are different solutions proposed in theliterature' For example, Monopoli [4J choses a control signaì for the algorithmin section II, which wiil be seen to correspond to the choice

u(r) = - âT(t) tP, (n)to(r)J . 
(40)

It is clear that the control law (40) is asymptotically equívalent to thecontror law (39). Note that it foilows from the definition of p(t), (34)that Pt(p)tp(t) contains filtered input, output, and reference signats wjth-out any derivatives' The choice (40) does not guarantee that âf(t) = 0, andit nemains to concrude that er(t) tends to zero from the ract irrat e(t) =^

- 
jt(,) .r(r, l:Ï:'rinlirl:tln,, o.oorem is crosery rerared ro rhe probremof boundedness of the closed-loop signals. It seems that the onìy soìution tothis problem so far is a complicated controì taw by Feuer and Morse tlll.



V. IXAMPLES OF THE GENTRAL CONÏROL SCHEMI

some speciaì cases of the procedure proposed ín section IV wi, no,ube given' severar MRAs schemes proposed in the 1ìterature wi, be shownto fit into the generar descriptfon. A new argorithm is arso given asan exampre of the Targe number of schemes that are possibre to derivefrom the general algorithm.

Ð'-
W

ur(t)

l6

(4t )

(42)

Example l Monopol i ' s Scheme

lÏ,t:Ïï,ofn]l"ooli 
was siven in section Ir. rr roìrows rnom equarions

D
e(t) =# fo,

er(r) =#[r,

f" - bo(D/bo + BF) ffi -, #Pï t¡,/

BM

Compare this with the expression (32), i.e.

q + bo(BS - pz)$ * 
^ 

rúr) - # ur(t)J

It ïs straightforward to verify that (41 ) coíncides with (42) if the

:;iffr:: 
T, n¡, is chosen ro be n-m-t. ïhe potynonriats are relared as

Q=P
Df=Pl=J
D*=Pz

D - bo(P2 _ BPt )

F-Pl -s
G=-R

(43 )



Thus, it follows that Monopoli's scheme uses a model which is a speciaì
case of the generar one. The "observer,,order is n-m-r and the firtered
error is equal to the error itself. The ordinary MRAS estimation scheme
in (18) is used. Furthermore, Monopoli chooses the control signal accord-
ing to (40) and the extra signaì w,¡ is chosen to satisfy (.16). It can be
seen from (.16) that the control law (39) corresponds to the choice
w1 (t) = 0. If n-m : z it is thus possible to set the extra signal w¡ to
zero and this means that the augmented error n(t) is simpìy equar to the
emor e(t).

Exam le 2. Bénêjean's Scheme

The Bênéiean scheme is presented in t10J and can be shown to be a variant
of Monopoli's. The model used is obtained from (42) after a reparametriza-
tion: -

17

(44)

[0,
_aer(t)

TAM

u(r) - ur(r) u(r) - ur(r)
+ bo(BS - pZ)

P +
P

TB
m

The choices of porynomiars are identicar to Monopori's and so are the
estimation algorithm and the choice of control law. The reparametriza-
tion implies that the number of parameters estimated increases considerably,
because the coefficients of TBm/bu - BS are estimated instead of just 1/ba.

tr

Exam r's and Morse's Scheme

* o ,çr)_ ur(t)-¡

-p-JboBS )

le 3. Feue

Feuer's and Morse's scheme is given in tl.|l. A minor change of the design
method described in section II will be needed in order to treat the a'lgorìthm
within the generaì framework. To this end, wnite the reference model transfer
function as



]B

(45 )

B'þI
nt(p)

= ç14þ¡¡ n(n)

where vo(R) and v.,(p) are monic polynomials of degree I and n-m-l
respectively. Thus h(p) is a proper transfer operator. Now, consider
h(p)u*(t) as being the input to the reference model with transfer
function 1/yo"(1. The effect is that the development proceeds as if
B"' = I and Am = yoyr. The modification necessary is seen from the
identity corresponding to equation (26), i.e.

r(p)vo(n)v., (n) = A(p)s(p) + R(p)

If nt is chosen to be equaì to n, it follows that S(p) has the same
degree us yoyl, i.e. n-m. This is different from the other schemes
as seen from equation (28). The control law for the known parameter
case is now

boB(p)s(p)u(r) = î(p)h(p)u*(r) - n(p)v(t)

which is identical to the one in figure 2 with Bffi = I and u, replaced
by h(p)ur. t^Jith the above modifications, the equation (32) üecomes

{J) + bo(BS - pù {p + R Ytt-) - $n ,rtt)]

where Q and P now should be of degree nr+n-m-l, because Am has been
replaced by yoyt.

Now choose the polynomials according to

D -",'1 - r¡

Pz=T

Q=P=P1Pz

(46 )

er(t) =fr[0, (48 )

(47)

(4e)



Then (48) transforms into

e(t) =
I

Yo [0.?+bo(Bs-tl W-nffi ur(t)h

Y'¡

l9

( 50)

which is the moder used by Feuer and Morse. The estimation argorithm
is the ordinary MRAs scheme. The control law is, however, a special
and complicated one, derived to obtain stabitity of the crosed ìoop,
compare the discussion in section IV.

Example 4. Narendra' sandValavani's Scheme

The scheme by Narendra and valavani is described Ìn t9l. By choosing
the "obsenver" order n, to be equal to n-m-l and the polynomials
according to

tr

P
I =l

Pe = TBm/bl

Q=P=P P

( st )

(52)

I 2

the equation (32) transforms into

e(t) =ft
Ioo {P * oo (Bs - TBm/bT) g(g) 

= +. o, LTBm/bl

a ¡ Y-(t).

LTBm/b3

I ur(t)
bmL

o

This is the model used in t9l and the parameter estimation is analogous
to the other MRAs described. The porynomÍar L is chosen to make the
transfer function emr-/o[nm stricily positive reaì .

tr
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The above four examples describe algorithms that are proposed in the
literature. However, the genera'l algorithm presented in section IV
has a lot of freedom in the choices of polynomials, estimation algorithm
etc' Thus, many algorithms can easily be generated. A specific algorithm
will be given below, which does not require the positive real condition.
Further comments on the positive real condition are given in the following
secti on.

Example 5. A New Al qori thm

l,lhen using the model (32) and the ordinary MRAS estimation scheme, the
positive real condition on Q/rRm enters. A modification of the polynomial
degrees, so that degree (P1) = rì;m and degree (Q) = degree (p) = rì*rì1r
makes it very natural to choose

Q=P=TAm

The transfer function Q/TAm = ì is automatically strict'ly positive real.
However, sínce the degree of p., is n-m, ìt is possible to set âr(t) to

1zero by the control law only in the câsê h-il = l. Compare the discussion
in section IV. The ordinary MRAS estÍmation scheme of course can be used
in this case too. 

tr

(53)



VI. THT POSITIVT REAL CONDITION

The positive real condition has been seen to be an essential con_
ditíon in order to guarantee convergence of the estimation error.
The condition has been an attribute of the MRAS algorithms ever
since Parks introduced the idea in I121. However, it has been
demonstrated in example 5 in the preceeding section that the con_
dition can be removed if the porynomiaìs Q and p are chosen in a
speciaì way. It is, in fact, possible to use a stightly different
estimation algorithm in all the MRAS described, and eliminate the
positive real condition in ail cases discussed. simirar modifica-
tions to improve convergence properties of identificatj,on aìgorithms
are discussed in il1.

Thus, write (3S) as

e¡(t) = boür(r) + booTõ(r),

where r-r denotes firtering by Q/rnm. Let the estímate âr{tl be given
by

er(t) = 6o(r)ür(t) * Êo{t)ôTttl,õrtl

instead of (36). Introduce
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(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

bo(r) = bo(t) - bo

0(t) = 0(t)-0.

The estimati on e*or e (t) i n (37 ) sati sf i es the equat.ion

c(r) = -Ão{t) f;rttl * ôT1t¡o1t¡] - ooõt (r)õ(r).

Now choose e

o, we have

2 (t) as a criterion. Regarding it as a function of Ë
0

and
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4Gr
âbo

elÐ

= -2e(t)

(58)

â0
= -2e1t¡Uo.õ(t).

It is natural to make the parameter adiustment ín a modified steepest
descent di rection, i . e.

{L,r, 
= * [or,t¡ * ôT1t),](r)],rrl, ro positive consranr

lã,r, = R-1,ã(t)e(r), R posirive definire

It is possible to verify that this estimation scheme has the desined
stability property. Choose the Lyapunov function

, 
v(r) = .oËf{t¡ * õT1tlnõttl

Its derivative becomes

ü(tl = zroño(t)üo(r) + zuoõT1t¡oãtrl =

= zõo{t) tuf (r) * ôT(r),ã(r)J e (t) + euoõT1t)tã(t)e(t) = -z.z (t)

and it follows that e(t) tends to zero.

The concJusion is ühat by modifying the estÍmation part, it is possÍble
to eliminate the positive real condition in all the described MRAS. It
should, however, be noted that the same situation occurs as in example s,
section IV' It is possibte to trave âr(t) = 0 without differentiators onlyin the case n-m = l.

(5e)

(60)

(61)
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A fafrly natural interpretation of the MRAS schemes has been given in
the paper. They can be thought of as composed of two parts. The first
is a parameter estìmator based on a model obtained from analysis of
the known parameter case. The second part consists of a feedback raw
based on the parameter estimates. A general adaptive algorithm with
this two-step structure was defined and thereby several proposed MRAS
a'lgorithms could be treated within a general framework.

The most important imprication of the anarysis is perhaps that there
are in principre no differences between the MRAs and the serf-tuning
regulators, which are derived from the separation pninciple described
above. The general structure of the argorithms is the same for the
two approaches and the differences äppear only because of minor changes.
The estimation part is perhaps the most striking difference. It has been
shown in section VI that the positíve real condition, which is an important
condition for the lvrRAs, depends on the specific choÌce of estimation
algorÍthm. It can be eliminated if another estimation scheme is chosen.

Finally, some extensions of the analysis wilr be indicated. Firs¡1y, itis cìear that the porynomiar a(p) in (30) could be repraced by Q(p) times
a transfer function, which is proper, and analogously for p(p).The results
would still be valid. Secondly, and more interesting, the development pre_
sented is possible to carry through for discrete tÍme systems too. This is
done in [13] and here the connections between the MRAS and the setf-tuning
regulators, which have most often been desìgned in discrete time, are
examined in detail. The problem formulation in tl3l includes noíse and
thpnafnr^o iha imna*+--^^ ^.c &L- ^r---. , ^ re¡rç rrrrPvl r'crrrLE ur Lrle crlolce OT ODSefvef p0 lynomial iS eXamingd.
Compare the díscussÍon Ìn section III. A similar development in the con-
tinuous time case shourd be possible to carry through, arthough it wourd
require considerably more effort.
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